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ABSTRACT
Environmental toxicologists adopted QSARs from pharmacology fairly
early on to predict organic contaminant toxicity. In contrast, models relating metal
ion characteristics to their bioactivity remain poorly explored and underutillized.
Quantitative Ion Character-Activity Relationships (QICARs) have recently been
developed to predict metal toxicity. The QICAR approach based on metal-ligand
binding tendencies has been applied to a wide range of effects, species, and
media on a single metal basis. In previous single metal studies, a softness
parameter and the | log of Koh I were the ion qualities with the highest predictive
value for toxicity.
Here, QICAR modeling was brought a step further to predict toxicity of
binary metal mixtures. Using the Microtox® bioassay, the interaction of binary
mixtures of metals (Co, Cu, Mn, Ni, and Zn) was quantified using a linear model
with an interaction term. A predictive relationship for metal interaction between
pairs of metals and the difference in the softness parameter was developed. The
interaction of binary mixtures of Co, Cu, Ni, and Zn was quantified using a linear
model for nematode (Caenorhabditis elegans) exposures. Contrasting with
earlier studies, the difference in polarizing power (Z2/r) between metal ions was
the best ion characteristic for predicting interaction coefficients.
Current risk assessment methods sum toxic units, assuming that all
mixtures act in an additive fashion. General problems with this method are
demonstrated utilizing data from the Microtox® metal mixture tests. An
alternative, correct, method for summing toxicities with proportions instead of
toxic units is illustrated.
This study supports the hypothesis that general prediction of metal
interactions from ion characteristics is possible. It is important to realize that even
with the preliminary success of these models that additional work with metals of
different valences and sizes might affect the accuracy of metal interaction
predictions. Careful thought and examination of known modes of single metal
toxicity should be considered when developing future quantitative metal
interaction models.
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Chapter I. Introduction
Chemists have been interested in predicting bioactivity from chemical
properties since the early 1900s. Structure-activity relationships (SARs) were
developed more than a century ago to relate organic compound structure to
activity. Conceptual models for qualitatively predicting the effect of both organic
compounds and metals were developed during the early and middle part of the
century. Models for organic compounds relied on structural similarities of groups
of molecules and metal models were based on atomic size and electrode
potentials. Pharmacologists and mammalian toxicologists improved SARs by
developing methods to quantify effects based on particular functional groups on
molecules. Medical research proceeded quickly for organic compounds, including
the development of quantitative methods for designing drugs to specifically target
active sites. Environmental toxicologists adopted these quantitative structureactivity relationships (QSARs) and applied them to predict bioactivity (i.e., toxicity
or bioavailability) of organic compounds.
Development of methods for metals has not been as actively pursued.
Several authors have published qualitative ion character-activity relationships
(ICARs) (e.g., Jones and Vaughn 1978). They assumed that metals were the
most biologically active in their ionic form and correlated metal toxicity to ion
binding tendencies with biomolecules. Characteristics reflecting bond stability
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with ligand groups possessing 0 , N, and S donor atoms have been most useful
in these models. The conventional Irving-Williams series of increasing bond
stability from Ba2* to Cu2* is one common ICAR reflecting the inherent acidity of
the metal (largely due to decreasing size). Superimposed upon this is a
hardness-softness factor in which the softer species coming later in the series
(i.e., those with a greater number of d-orbital electrons) favor ligands S > N > 0
(Huheey et al. 1993). Jones and Vaughn (1978) demonstrated a relationship
between the Irving-Williams series and mouse LD50 values. They further
correlated mouse and rat L050 values with a softness parameter.
Recently, a novel quantitative ion character-activity relationship (QICARs)
approach to predict effects of metals was developed by Newman and co-workers
(Newman and McCloskey 1996, McCloskey et al. 1996, Tatara et al. 1997,
Newman et al. 1998, Tatara et al. 1998). This approach applies quantitative
properties of each metal ion to predicting bioactivity. Here, the utility of this
QICAR approach is extended for prediction of metal mixture effects. Such theorybased, quantitative predictions have never been attempted for metal mixtures.

A. Models for Prediction of Toxicity

1. Structure-Activity Relationships (SARs) and Quantitative Structure-Activity
Relationships (QSARs)
Quantitative structure-activity relationships allow the prediction of organic
toxicant and drug activity based on chemical structure, solubility, stability, pH
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sensitivity, eiectrophilicity, or reactivity. The following paragraphs summarize key
points from a recent review of SAR and QSARs (McKinney et al. 2000). The
premise for SARs is that the structure of a chemical implicitly determines its
chemical properties which, in turn, controls its interactions with biological
systems, i.e., its therapeutic or toxicological properties. The pharmaceutical
industry has used SARs extensively to design chemicals with commercially
valuable properties. Environmental toxicologists have historically used SARs to
predict potential ecological and human health effects.
A fundamental assumption of QSAR modeling is that similar chemicals
have common mechanisms such as a shared reaction or requirement for activity,
and that differences in reaction rates determine levels of activity or potency.
Therefore, the mechanism of action dictates chemical groupings suitable for
study. It is the connection of SARs to mechanism that allows scientific
explanation of activity variations for existing chemicals and provides a basis for
the quantitative prediction of activity for untested chemicals. For example,
mechanism-based SAR analysis was important in recognizing the close
structural resemblance of co-planar PCBs to TCDD (2,3,7,8-tetrachlorodibenzop-dioxin) and their associated highly toxic properties. Hazard has also been
predicted for compounds based on the presence of certain molecular structures
such as aromatic amines, amino azo dye structures, or phenanthrene nuclei. The
relative toxicity of similar compounds can be quantified with QSARs (Faustman
and Omenn 1996). A critical factor to QSAR predictive success is assigning a
chemical to the correct mode of action (e.g., uncouplers of oxidative
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phosphorylation, acetylcholinesterase inhibitors, or neurotoxicants) and grouping
of similarly acting chemicals together. Some general predictive models have
been less accurate in their predictions than those grouped by mode of action.

2. Ion Character-Activity Relationships (ICARs) and Quantitative Ion CharacterActivity Relationships (QICARs)
Like SARs and QSARs for organic compounds, ICARs and QICARs
potentially provide a way to predict bioactivity based upon metal qualities. The
periodicity of toxic properties of metals was demonstrated by Bienvenu in the
early 1960s. The periodic correlation with atomic number and the existence of
trends within families of elements shown in his results suggested the existence of
other correlations more directly linked to metrics of elemental properties (Jones
and Vaughn 1978). Building on this foundation, Jones and Vaughn (1978)
applied general hard and soft acid and base (HSAB) theory to predicting mouse
LD50 values.
Hard and soft acid base theory groups metal ions into three classes: hard
(e.g., Be*2, Al43, Fe*3), soft (e.g., Cu*, Ag*. Hg*. Pt+2) and borderline (e.g., Fe+2,
Co*2, Ni*2, Zn+z, Cu*2). Hard acids preferentially bind to O or N, soft acids to S,
and the borderline ions form stable complexes with S, O, or N. The energy
difference between the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the
lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) can be related to HSAB theory.
Hard species have large HOMO-LUMO differences, and soft species have small
differences. The presence of low-lying unoccupied molecular orbitals capable of
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mixing with the ground state accounts for the polarizability of soft atoms. Such
polarizability allows distortion of electron clouds to reduce repulsion (Huheey et
al. 1993). The consequence of high polarizability is that the cation actually
penetrates the anionic electron cloud producing a predominately covalent
(shared electron) bond.
Hard and soft acid base concepts relate to toxicity patterns. Jones and
Vaughn (1978) plotted LD50 data for 25 metals versus the “softness parameter,”
a measure of the hard/soft character of the ions that will be described more
completely later in this chapter. They found that the relationship between
softness and metal LD50 values were clearer if metals were grouped as hard,
soft, or borderline acids.
Newman and co-workers proposed that ICARs could be extended to
produce useful QICARs. Their studies (Newman and McCloskey 1996,
McCloskey et al. 1996, Tatara et al. 1997, Newman et al. 1998, Tatara et al.
1998) assessed seven ion characteristics, reflecting metal-ligand binding
tendencies. The electronegativity (Xm) and the Pauling ionic radius (r) were
combined to produce a covalent index (Xm2r), quantifying the relative importance
of covalent versus electrostatic interactions during metal-ligand binding. The ion
charge (Z) and Pauling ionic radius were combined to form a second index, the
cation polarizing power (Z2/r), reflecting the energy of the metal ion during
electrostatic interaction with a ligand. The Af3 ([log of the first stability constant for
the metal fluoride] - [log of the stability constant for the metal chloride]) reflects
covalent bond stability of the metal-ligand complex. Trends of ionic and covalent
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bond stability are illustrated in Figure 1-1. Interaction with hard ligands (e.g.,
SO*2', F ) will increase from top to bottom of the figure with little change moving
across the figure. Soft ligand (e.g., Cl') stability constants should increase rapidly
on moving across the diagram and only slowly on moving down the diagram
(Turner et al. 1981). The softness index (ap) used by Jones and Vaughn reflects
metal ion softness, or the tendency for the outer electron shell to deform
(polarizability), and the ions tendency to share electrons with ligand donor atoms.
The absolute value of the log of the first hydrolysis constant (|log

K o h |)

was used

as a metric of metal affinity to intermediate ligands such as those with 0 donor
atoms. They included the approach of Kaiser (1980) that used ionization potential
(AN/AlP), and the difference between the electrochemical potential of the ion and
its first stable reduced state (AE0). Atomic number (AN) reflecting ion inertia or
size was combined with AIP (the difference in ionization potentials for the ion
oxidation number OX and OX-1) which reflected ionization potential. The
absolute difference between the electrochemical potential of the ion and its first
stable reduced state (AE0), reflected an ion’s ability to change electronic state
(Newman et al. 1998).
There were several progressive stages to their studies. The first used the
marine bacterium Vibrio fischeri (Microtox®) and a second used the soil
nematode, Caenorhabditis elegans. The (log K o h | provided the best fit for nine
divalent metals in a standard Microtox® test (2% (w/v) NaCI solution) using free
ion concentrations (Newman and McCloskey 1996). Using a modified Microtox®
test (3 .02% (w/v) NaN03 solution) for twenty metals, models generated with any
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of these metal ion characteristics were significant (slope significantly different
from 0) in either one and two factor models, except AN/AlP. The softness
parameter was found to be the single variable that best predicted total dissolved
metal EC50 values for the Microtox9 tests. Fitting the model using free metal ion
concentrations produced similar results, except that those using either AN/AlP or
Z2/r were not statistically significant (a = 0.05). The best one-variable model used
the softness index and the best two-variable model was a combination of [log
K oh|

and

Xm2r.

Modeling the metals by valence improved the model fits, although

the number of data points for mono- and trivalent metal ions were low
(McCloskey et al. 1996).
The C. elegans test results were presented in a manner similar to the
Microtox9 tests. The ion characteristic in the best model for nine divalent metals
was |log

Koh|

(Tatara et al. 1997). Regardless of the LC50 metameter used (free

ion or total), all ion characteristics except AN/AlP were statistically significant in
the model including 18 metals. The best predictive relationships were found
between LC50 values and the absolute value of the first hydrolysis constant ([log
K o h |)

and a two-variable model containing both [log

Koh|

and Xm2r. Speciation did

not improve model fit in the models containing 18 metals (Tatara et al. 1998).
In the third stage of their studies, the softness parameter and the first
hydrolysis constant were found to work well in the development of QICARs for 19
diverse data sets from the literature. These data sets reported effects of 7 or
more metals to a variety of organisms and endpoints including enzyme
inactivation, cultured cell viability, germination inhibition of fungi, bioaccumuiation
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in a marine diatom, inhibition of bacterial bioluminescence (Microtox8), acute
toxicity to soil nematodes and an array of aquatic invertebrates, and chronic
effects on lethal or sublethal endpoints. Recent work by Lewis et al. used the
approach with additional ion qualities and mammalian species (Lewis et al.
1999).
Establishment of good predictive QICARs for single metal effects provides
the groundwork for the next stage of experiments. Models with predictive value
were developed for predicting the effects of divalent metals singly from metal ion
characteristics that reflected metal-ligand binding tendencies. The next logical
step in establishing the QICAR approach would be to develop relationships for
predicting interactions in binary metal mixtures.

B. Approaches to Mixtures
Many authors have described mixture effects. Most resulting papers in
environmental toxicology have been descriptive, examining the potential increase
or decrease from strict additivity, but rarely quantifying the extent of the
interaction. Conclusions including terms such as “less than additive” and “greater
than additive” are common. Additivity is a term used to describe the combined
effect of two or more chemicals that is exactly what is expected if two chemicals
were used at concentrations that have a known response and the outcome is
simply the addition of those two responses. Synergy is defined as a positive
interaction such that the response is greater than simple additivity. Antagonism is
a negative interaction such that the response is less than expected (Calabrese
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1991). (Another outcome of mixture exposure is potentiation: one agent
increases the toxicity of another agent while not being toxic itself.) The simplest
way to approach the mathematics for mixtures is to conceptually separate the
methods into two categories: those applied if the chemicals were thought to act
similarly and those that assume that the chemicals act independently.

1 .Similar Action
The concept of similar action has gained wide acceptance in
environmental toxicology due to the ease of use and its conceptual simplicity. If
“two poisons, whether administered separately or jointly, elicit a certain quantal
response (e.g., dead or alive) by causing the same physiological system to react
or fail, then joint action is said to be similar with respect to that response”
(Plackett and Hewlett 1952). In the simplest case, similar action (or concentration
addition as it is often called) occurs if a chemical acts like a dilution of another, so
that an effect of the first chemical can be obtained by replacing it totally or in part
by an equally effective amount of another chemical. Concentration addition is
expressed mathematically as

where n is the number of mixture components, E C * is the concentration of the /th
mixture component that produces x% effect if applied singly and c, is the
concentration of the respective component in the mixture. The toxic unit (TU) of a
mixture component can be defined as the fraction of that component scaled for
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its relative toxicity (e.g., EC50, LC50, LC10). Any compound in the mixture can
then be replaced by another without changing the overall toxicity as long as the
sum of the toxic units remains unchanged. For example, if 0.2 g/L of chemical A
causes a 50% effect and 0.3 g/L of chemical B causes a 50% effect then
exposure to 0.1 g/L chemical A and 0.15 g/L chemical B would produce a total of
a 50% effect or 1 TU of effect (Figure 1-2). if instead a dose of 0.05 g/L chemical
A and 0.15 g/L chemical B were used, there would be 0.75 TU of effect. This
approach is valid only if ail agents in the mixture had linear dose-effect relations.
In reality, most dose-effect relationships are linear only within a limited
concentration or dose range. The mathematical proof for the requirement of
linear dose-effect relations for both chemicals can be found in Appendix 2 of
Berenbaum (1985). A second assumption that Berenbaum does not address is
the need for the response curves also to be parallel. This assumption is
described more completely in Chapter IV.

2.lndependent Action
Independent action (also known as response addition, Bliss independent
action, or effect multiplication) was based on the assumption that the chemicals
in a given mixture act on different physiological systems within the exposed
organisms (Bliss 1939). The combined effect of two chemicals, A and B, that act
independently can be examined in terms of the proportion affected (pA and pB),
with proportions reflecting the probability of response to a given concentration.
The proportion affected by the mixture of chemicals A and B can be defined as
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pC = pA + pB - p(AB),
where pC was the proportion affected by the combination if pA and pB are the
proportions dying from the same concentration of A and B applied singly and
p(AB) = $ pApB.
The symbol § represents the equivalent quotients of conditional probability,
p(A|B)/pA and p(B|A)/pB. If $ were 0, the proportions affected could be summed
or the probability of being effected by A was mutually exclusive of the probability
of being effected by B (Figure 1-3a). There was less effect by the mixture as ^
approached 1: the overlap (shaded area) of pA and pB in Figure 1-3b increases.
(The quotient (5) cannot be less than zero based on the definition of p(A|B) and
p(B|A) as proportions or probabilities.) Substituting for p(AB) yields:
pC = pA + pB - 5 pApB.
The intersection of pA and pB ($ pApB) was a measure of the degree of
interaction between A and B.

C. Metal Ion Characteristics

1. Definitions/Explanations of Characteristics
Each metal has relevant, quantifiable qualities. These ion binding qualities
have been useful for predicting metal ion bioactivity. Jones and Vaughn (1978)
followed by Williams and Turner (1981) correlated a softness parameter to toxic
effects to mice from metals administered by intraperitoneal injection. Their
measure of softness corresponds to small values of op, with op defined in terms
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of the coordinate bond energies of the metal fluoride CBE(F) and the metal
iodide CBE(I),
ap = (CBE(F) - CBE(I)) / (CBE(F))
The op quantified a metal ion's tendency for the outer electron shell to
deform (polarizability) and, epiphenomenaily, the tendency to share electrons
with ligands. The definition of softness provided an accurate comparative
softness scale only for ions sharing a common charge because coordinate bond
energies increase rapidly with increasing ion charge. Lewis et al. (1999)
continued this work and incorporated recent toxicological and physicochemical
data for 30 metals to mice. They explored the potential interrelationships
between metal ion characteristics by stepwise multiple regression analysis. They
found that the acute toxicity in the mouse was reasonably well-correlated with
redox potential (AE°) but not softness. Redox potential was the difference in
electrochemical potential between the ion and its first stable reduced state. The
AE° correlated well with the free energy of formation (AG) of the aqueous metal
ions for 27 metals that had both AE° and AG data available and, in turn, AG is
strongly correlated with the energy of the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital
(E(LUMO)). The E(LUMO) was a measure of the electron affinity of the metal
ions, or the ease of electron uptake, which controls the predominant type of
metal-ligand binding that occurs (ionic or covalent).
A correlation between AG, E(LUMO) and AE° was not surprising because
the free energy of ion hydration was a relative measure of attraction for water
molecules. Because one was concerned with positive metal ions, the major part
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of the attractive forces involved was associated with the oxygen's unoccupied
pair of electrons in the water molecule. The relative electron affinities of metal
ions (E(LUMO)) was a descriptive link between the ionic hydration free energies,
and hard and soft acid and base theory, because hard electrophiles possess high
positive E(LUMO) values, whereas soft electrophiles have relatively large
negative E(LUMO) values. Generally, the more positive the E° value, the greater
the toxicity for QICAR expressions relating toxicity with redox potential. The most
toxic metals were those whose ionic electron affinities outweigh their relative
ease of formation of aqueous ions (Lewis et al. 1999).
The lone pair of electrons of the oxygen on the water molecule was
important to HSAB theory. The first hydrolysis constant (i.e., Koh for Mn+ + H20
-» MOHn‘1 + H+) was another index by which metal affinity to intermediate ligands
such as those with 0 donor atoms can be predicted. Predictive relationships
were found between single metal Microtox® EC50 and nematode LC50 values
with the absolute value of the log of the first hydrolysis constant (Newman and
McCloskey 1996, McCloskey et al. 1996, Tatara et al. 1997, Tatara et al. 1998).
Additional models that have successfully predicted toxicity include factors that
describe other aspects of metal binding to ligands. These included A0 (GCIog of
the stability constant for the metal fluoride - log of the stability constant for the
metal chloride) and Z2/r ( where Z = ion charge, r = ionic radius). Kaiser (1980)
had success with a model combining AE‘ and a simple ratio of atomic number
(AN) and the atomic ionization potential, AIP. This combination of factors was
used to successfully develop models of effect for three metal groupings based on
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electron configuration. One-variable models of most predictive promise for 19
published data sets included |log

Ko h |

or op for both divalent metals and models

including mono-, di-, and trivalent metals. Several two-variable models,
especially those including AE° Dwere also among those with good predictive
capabilities for divalent metals (Newman et al. 1998).

2. Chemical speciation will not improve mixture predictions in this study
The free ion activity model (FIAM) of metal-organism interaction
was developed to rationalize experimental observations and to explain the
importance of free metal ion activities in determining the uptake, nutrition, and
toxicity of cationic trace metals (Brown and Markich 2000). The primary reason
why speciation was not calculated in these experimental predictions is
mathematical. The total metal concentrations for the metals used range from one
mM to over one hundred mM for the nematode and from one to 5,000 pM for the
Microtox® assays. A method was needed to standardize concentrations in the
MIXED models that were used to calculate interaction coefficients. If
normalization was not performed, the metal with the larger concentration needed
for a given effect would have more weight in the interaction model than the other
metal. The multiple regression equation to calculate the mixture interaction was:

Combined Effect = {3q + 01[Metal 1] + (32[Metal 2] + fe[Metal 1]*[Metal 2] + Error
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One way to have normalized the concentrations would have been to use
toxic units, but this was judged to be invalid (see Chapter IV)- The effect
concentration (ECx) and the lethal concentration (LCx) from single metal toxicity
tests were the logical choices for normalization of concentrations among metals
for the Microtox® and the C. elegans tests, respectively. So, the regression
equation became:
Combined Effect = p0 + Pi (Effect of Metal 1) + ^(Effect of Metal 2) +
Pa(Effect of Metal 1)*(Effect of Metal 2) + Error
For example, if 2,500 pM Mn caused a 40% effect and 1.5 pM Cu caused
a 20% effect in the Microtox® test system in a single metal exposure scenario,
then 0.40 and 0.20 were used as the Effect of Metal 1 and Effect of Metal 2,
respectively, in a mixture containing 2,500 pM of Mn and 1.5 pM of Cu. The
combined effect was the experimental result in terms of proportion affected by
2,500 pM Mn and 1.5 pM Cu, and the p3 in the above equation is the interaction
coefficient that was used in the QICAR modeling. The QICAR model was linear
involving the interaction coefficients of all the mixtures and the absolute value of
the difference in metal binding properties between the two metals. Recently,
other authors (Backhaus et al. 2000) have used proportions (effect
concentrations) instead of toxic units for mixture studies to avoid problems with
the toxic unit approach. The toxic unit approach was valid in a narrow and often
ill-defined concentration range, and did not allow a comparison with predictions
made by independent action.
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D. Why Bacterial Bioluminescence?
1. History
Bacterial bioluminescence was used to measure toxic effects for several
reasons. Bacteria are easily exposed to a wide range of toxicants. The media
can be conveniently manipulated to control metal speciation. Bacteria can also
be easily subjected to toxicant mixtures. Tests are simple, rapid, sensitive, and
inexpensive, allowing direct assessment of the potential biotic impact without
incurring costly chemical analyses (Codina et al. 2000). The bacterial
bioluminescence system was the simplest and most convenient one for testing
the hypotheses that mixture effects can be predicted with the QICAR approach.
Bioluminescent bacteria were used as a bioassay organism in the early
1900s. One of the first studies of metal effects on bioluminescent bacteria was
made by Dewar (1910). Further studies of the effects of metals on
bioluminescence were performed by Bukatsch (1936), Harryman (1942), Taylor
(1934,1936), and van Schouwenburg (1938) (as referenced in Harvey 1952). The
bioluminescent bacterium, Photobacterium phosphoreum, was used by Oshino et
al. (1972) as a sensitive indicator of trace amounts of oxygen. Bioluminescent
bacteria have served as assay organisms for anaesthetic action and for
assessing the toxicity of air and industrial pollutants. More recently, a general
assay (Microtox0) has been developed using the light output of the
bioluminescent bacteria ( Vibrio fischeri, formerly Photobacterium phosphoreum)
to quantify the effect of toxicants.
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2. Utility
The U.S. Toxic Substances Control Act called for testing of all new
chemicals for human and ecological health effects prior to their manufacture. The
need for rapid screening of these chemicals for chemical toxicity led to the
development of many in vitro bioassays. In vitro "ecological effect" tests are
conducted primarily to measure the acute toxicity of chemicals to aquatic
organisms representing various trophic levels of the food chain. Bacteria, algae,
zooplankton, benthic invertebrates, and fish were selected for these tests (Bitton
1983). Many of these tests are complex, time intensive, space consuming, and
expensive. The Microtox® test was found to be a simple, rapid, sensitive, and
inexpensive assay to directly assess the potential biotic impact of single
chemicals and complex mixtures. Microtox® toxicity results had high correlation
to other species (Bulich et al. 1981, Chang et al. 1981) and has successfully
been used in developing QSARs for weak acid, respiratory uncouplers (Schultz
and Cronin 1997). The applicability of the QICAR approach to single metals was
successful with the Microtox® test (Newman and McCloskey 1996, McCloskey et
al. 1996).

3. Metabolic Pathways
Bioluminescence involves the electron transport system where luciferase
catalyzes the oxidation of FMNH2 (reduced flavin mononucleotide) and an
aldehyde, resulting in the production of FMN, acid, and light. Luciferase was
considered a mixed function oxidase because it catalyzes the oxidation of both
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RCHO and FMNH2 to BCOOH and FMN, respectively. The system was
stimulated by glucose and other substances, and was commonly summarized as
follows (Bitton 1983),

NADH2 + FMN— 5£z£a22£_*NAD + FMNH2

FMNH2

ygg ->E - FMNH2—g*->E - FMNH ■ RCH— RC- H- >Light4-FMN

Toxicants are thought to interfere with this reaction mechanism by interrupting
electron flow or by binding to active sites on enzymes.

4. Comparison to Other Standard Toxicity Tests
Bacterial toxicity tests have done well in comparison to other standardized
tests. In tests performed by Dutka and Kwan (1981), the Microtox9 system was
more sensitive than the 18 h Pseudomonas fluorescens test, the 18 h
Aeromonas hydrophila test, and the 2 h Spirillum volutans test to zinc sulfate,
copper sulfate, a-napthol, sodium iauryl sulfate, sodium cyanide, 3,3
dichlorobenzidine, phenol, N-nitrosodiethylamine, dichloromethane, and
nitrotriacetic acid. However, Microtox® was less sensitive than the 18 hour P.
fluorescens test with the chloride salts of mercury, lead, and nickel. Bulich and
colleagues (Bulich et al. 1981) reported on the reliability of Microtox® relative to
standard fathead and sheepshead minnow, rainbow trout, and bluegill assays for
both single toxicant and complex effluent samples. Five-minute Microtox® EC50
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values were in general agreement with these fish assays, but the authors did not
compare 15-min EC50 values to fish assays nor did they attempt to account for
differences in test conditions such as temperature, pH, water hardness, and
others. Microtox9 EC50 values also had a high correlation coefficient of 0.90 with
rat oral dosing LD50 and greater than 0.99 with fish LC50 values for ethanol, 1butanol, benzene, toluene, phenol, m-cresol, and formaldehyde (Chang et al.
1981).
Recent work has focused on binary interactions of zinc, copper, cobalt,
and chromium (Ince et al. 1999). Ince et al. (1999) used chloride salts for Co(ll)
and Zn(ll), K2Cr207 for Cr (VI), and copper nitrate for Cu(ll). They did not report
the pH of the solutions tested with either the Microtox9 or a duckweed assay.
They found in single metal testing that Microtox9 was more sensitive to Zn and
Cu than duckweed, and less sensitive to Co and Cr. They evaluated whether
there was an antagonistic, additive, or synergistic action for binary mixtures of
the metals. They defined a positive and statistically significant (i.e. Student t-test)
interaction to be antagonistic, a negative and statistically significant interaction
was synergistic, and a statistically insignificant (irrespective of sign) interaction as
additive. The Zn/Cu mixture was primarily antagonistic, Zn/Co and Zn/Cr were
additive, Cr/Co and Cr/Cu were antagonistic, and the Co/Cu mixture was
generally synergistic at the test concentrations.
F. Caenorhabditis elegans
Caenorhabditis elegans is a free-living nematode. It grows to about 1 mm
in length, and lives in the soil - especially rotting vegetation - in many parts of the
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World where it feeds on microflora. It exhibits two means of reproduction: it
produces potentially self-fertilizing hermaphrodites and males. The adult is
essentially a simple tube with the exterior cuticle containing two smaller tubes,
the pharynx and gut, and the reproductive system. Most of the volume of the
animal is taken up by the reproductive system. The genetics community has
used C. elegans as a model organism since the mid-1960s to study animal
development and behavior partly because of its rapid (3-day) life cycle, small
size, and ease of laboratory cultivation (Riddle et al. 1997). The American
Society for Testing and Materials has recognized the usefulness of C. elegans in
aquatic (Freeman et al. 1998) and soil toxicity testing (Boyd et al. 2001), and has
proposed procedures for performing standardized tests. The worm is inexpensive
to maintain and easily obtained from a single source (Caenorhabditis Genetics
Center, Minneapolis, MN). It is also one of the simplest forms of life that shares
many basic cellular and physiological processes with humans, making it very
useful in examining not only toxicity in terms of LC50 values but also mode of
toxicant action (Freeman et al. 1998).
This metazoan was selected as a simple and convenient one to assess
the QICAR approach for metal mixtures. The C. elegans test methods are
convenient, but more complex than the 15 minute Microtox9 assay due to the 24
h duration, lethality endpoint instead of enzyme inactivation, and organism’s level
of complexity. These experiments were designed to determine if the QICAR
mixture models could be extended to a more complex organism than a
bacterium.
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G. Statement of Hypothesis to be Tested and Objectives of Research

Can the QICAR approach be extended to predict metal interactions?
Currently, the lack of such methods forces environmental toxicologists and risk
assessors to ignore or marginalize potential interactions among toxic metals or to
determine mixture effect experimentally for each exposure scenario of concern.

The goal of this research is to asses the QICAR approach for predicting
metal interactions in mixtures. Specifically, predictive QICAR models for the
effect of binary mixtures of dissolved Co, Cu, Mn, Ni, and Zn were generated.
Eventual uses of this research might be mathematical models that predict the
effects of combinations of metal contaminants that might otherwise be assumed
additive or not taken into account at all.

H1: The toxicity of binary mixtures of divalent metals in the Microtox9 system
can be predicted based on metal concentrations and their ion qualities (e.g. |log
K oh|

or softness). Predictive models will be developed using multiple regression

(SAS procedure MIXED (SAS Institute, Cary, NC, U S A )) of metal effect
concentrations to calculate interaction coefficients. These interaction coefficients
will then be related to metal ion characteristics through simple linear regression.
A slope significantly different from zero would suggest a relationship between
similarity in binding tendencies and level of interaction between paired metals.
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H2: The prediction of the toxicity of binary mixtures of divalent metals in the
Microtox0 model can be extended to prediction of the toxicity of divalent metal
mixtures to the nematode, C. elegans. Predictive models will be developed in the
same manner as for the Microtox0 test system, except that C. elegans lethality
concentrations will be used rather than effect concentrations. A slope significantly
different from zero would suggest a relationship between similarity in binding
tendencies and level of interaction between paired metals.

H3: The fundamental concept of the toxic unit is not generally correct for mixtures
of metals. This issue will be addressed mathematically, using data generated
during tests of the two hypotheses above to illustrate bias in the method used
extensively in ecological risk assessments (Suter et al. 2000, USEPA 1992 and
1998)
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Figure 1-1. Distribution of metals relative to ionic and covalent bond stability
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0.2 g/L A

0.3 g/L B

0.1 g/L A +
0.15 g/LB

0 05 g/L A +
0.15 g/L B

Dose
Figure 1-2. Concentration Addition for two chemicals, using Toxic Units

0
Figure 1-3a. The probability of A occurring and the probability of B
occurring are mutually exclusive, or independent of each other.

>0
Figure 1-3b: As 4approaches 1 the interaction (overlap) of A and B
increases, or the probability of A occurring becomes more dependant
the occurrence of B.

Chapter II. Predicting Binary Interactions with the Microtox® System
A. Introduction
Quantitative structure-activity relationships provided a tool for predicting
organic toxicant and drug bioactivity. These relationships were often based on
surrogate or indirect measures of molecular qualities such as lipophilicity using
log Kow- Measures used for QSARs can involve other characteristics such as
electrical qualities using ionization potentials or steric qualities using total
molecular surface area. Characteristics of inorganic species can be similarly
used for predicting intermetal trends in bioactivity (Jones and Vaughn 1978,
Kaiser 1980, Williams and Turner 1981, Fisher 1986). Based on hard and soft
acid and base (HSAB) theory, toxic effects to mice were correlated with the
softness parameter (op). Metal hydroxide solubility product (log -Km MOH),
notionally reflecting metal affinity to O-containing groups on biomolecules was
also correlated with inhibition of algal growth (Fisher 1986). Similarly, the log of
the equilibrium constant for the first hydrolysis (i.e.,

K oh

for Mn+ + H2O

MOH"*1

+• l-T) could be used because it also is correlated with metal ion affinity to
intermediate ligands like those with O donor atoms.
Newman and McCloskey demonstrated a predictive relationship between
metal ion characteristics and 15-min Microtox9 EC50 values (Newman and
McCloskey 1996, McCloskey et al. 1996). Modeling 20 metals together, the
softness index provided the best one-variable model (McCloskey et al. 1996).
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The EC50 values increased as softness increased: the soft ions, which
preferentially bind to sulfur donor atoms, were more toxic than the hard ions. The
best 2 variable model combined both flog

K o H|

and Xm2r. The inclusion of Xm2r

suggests the importance of metals covalently binding to soft ligands, and the
correlation with flog K o h | suggests the importance of metals binding covalently
with intermediate ligands.
Hard and soft acid base theory predicted that hard acids will bond with
hard bases, and likewise, soft acids with soft bases. The degree of hardness or
softness can be used to predict the preferential bonding of one metal to a ligand
over another. This being the case, the competition of metal ions for ligands
should be predictable based on the same metal ion characteristics that govern
single metal activity. The effect of binary mixtures of divalent metals in the
Microtox® system can be predicted based on their concentration and their ion
qualities (e.g., log

Koh

or softness). Specifically, predictive models were

developed using multiple regression (SAS procedure MIXED (SAS Institute,
Cary, NC, USA)) of metal effect concentrations to calculate interaction
coefficients for ten pairs of divalent metals. These interaction coefficients were
then related to metal ion characteristics through simple linear regression. A slope
significantly different from zero suggested a relationship between similarity in
binding tendencies and level of interaction between paired metals. Uses of this
research include mathematical models for prediction of metal mixture effects that
might otherwise be assumed additive or not be taken into account at all.
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B. Methods

1. Calculation of Single Metal Effect Concentrations
The Microtox9 bacterial assay was used to determine 15-min EC 10,
EC20, EC30, EC40 and EC50 values and concentration-response curves for 5
divalent metals: Co+2, Cu+2, Mn+2, Ni+2, and Zn+2. A 3.02% (w/v) NaN03 solution
was prepared with reagent grade NaNOa in deionized water and the solution was
filtered through a 0.45 urn filter. A stock metal solution was prepared daily for the
toxicity testing with the nitrate salt of the metal in the NaN03 solution. Serial
dilutions of the stock solution were made to create a series of seven
concentrations. (The Microtox9 unit has capacity for seven concentrations to be
run in duplicate, with three blank controls.) The remaining stock solution was
acidified to a pH < 2.0 with concentrated nitric acid and stored at room
temperature for later flame atomic absorption spectrophotometric confirmation of
concentrations. A reconstituted marine bacterium ( Vibrio fischen) was exposed at
15°C to solutions of the metals. Bioluminescence was quantified over a range of
metal concentrations using a Microtox9 Model 500 toxicity analyzer (Microbics
Corp., Carlsbad, CA, USA). The concentrations resulting in a 1 0 ,2 0 ,3 0 ,4 0 , and
50% decrease in light output after 15 min of exposure were calculated from this
curve.
Single metal effect concentrations used in the mixture experiments were
calculated based on the mean and standard deviation of a minimum of 3
replicate series of tests using bacteria from 2 different lot numbers. Effect
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concentrations for each individual test were calculated using the procedure
PROBIT of the SAS system (SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA).

2. Binary Mixture Tests
Binary mixtures of metals were run using 6 concentrations of one metal
(ECO, EC10, EC20, EC30, EC40, and EC50) mixed with 5 concentrations of the
second metal, with a blank control. Metal solutions were prepared as above and
serial dilutions were made for each combination of exposure concentrations to be
tested. Each combination was run in concurrent duplicates, and then again to
produce four measurements of the decrease in light output for each combination
of concentrations.

3. Statistical Analyses
Interaction coefficients for each binary pair of metals were calculated with
a mixed model: proportion = f (day, lot, m etall, metal2, and metal interaction
terms). The SAS procedure MIXED was used; metal 1, metal 2, and interaction
terms were fixed effects and day and Microtox9 bacteria lot were random terms
in the model. Regression models of the interaction coefficients with the difference
in several ionic qualities of the metals were produced using the procedure GLM
of the SAS System (SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA). The deviation from perfect
prediction was expressed as a percentage, [(Observed interaction)-(Predicted
interaction)/ (Observed interaction)] x100.
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C. Results

1. Single Metal Microtox0 Tests
The 15-min EC1 0 ,2 0 ,3 0 ,4 0 , and 50 values (± standard deviation) of the
total metal ion are provided in Table 2-1. The EC50 values ranged from 2.5 pM
for Cu to 3868 pM for Mn. Plots of the effect curves are included in Appendix A.

2. Microtox9 Mixture Tests
The effect concentrations from Table 2-1 were used in binary
combinations in the acute Microtox9 test to measure the interactions of each pair.
Each of the metal concentrations (the concentrations that caused an E C 10,20,
30 ,40 , and 50) was used alone and in the binary metal mixture during each set
of tests. Interaction coefficients for each of the ten metal combinations reported
in Table 2-2 were calculated based on the actual effect concentrations of the
single metal exposures, not the calculated ones from the single metal test. For
example, if the concentration that was calculated to cause an EC10 effect
actually caused a 12% effect, then 0.12 was used in the model calculations. All
interaction coefficients were significant (p<0.001) in their respective mixed
models, except for the Cu and Ni mixture (p=0.259). Day and Microtox9 reagent
lot variables were not significant in any model (a = 0.05).
The difference in softness (Aop) produced the best relationship with
interaction coefficients based upon r2 values, F-statistics, and deviation from
perfect prediction (Table 2-3). The differences in the other seven chemical
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properties examined produced poorer regression relationships with the mixture
interaction coefficients.

D. Discussion
Interactions of divalent metal ions were predictable with linear regression
using differences in measures of ion characteristics. The best model utilized the
change in softness and accounted for 69% of the variation in interaction
coefficients for the ten interaction coefficients calculated. This implies that the
tendency of a metal ion to accept an electron during interaction with a ligand was
a viable predictor of metal interactions in the Microtox® system. Other models
accounted for less than 30% of the variation.
The effect measured in the Microtox® system was a decrease in
bioluminescence. Toxicants were thought to interfere with the production of light
by interrupting electron flow or binding to active sites on enzymes. As the
difference in the ability of a metal ion to accept an electron increased (i.e. Aap
increased), the interaction of the metals approached zero (Figure 2*1).
McCloskey et al. (1996) presented a predictive relationship between op and log
EC50 for Microtox®. Newman et al. (1998) reported the same relationship for
cytotoxicity for TF cells, mice 14 d LD50s, and D. magna 3 week LC50 values.
This study supports the hypothesis that op, or preference to bind to a particular
type of ligand is important not only in prediction of single metal toxicity, but also
in the prediction of metal interactions.
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Initial single metal Microtox® effect concentrations for all metals were
greater than those reported in McCloskey et al. (1996) and Ince et al. (1999)
except for Cu. This could be due to differences in Microtox® reagent lot,
difference in time between preparation of metal solution and running the test, and
precipitation and complexation of metals in solution, especially for Mn. In the Mn
only tests, continuing to increase Mn concentrations past 3.25 pM did not
continue to increase effect in a linear manner. This was likely due to Mn
precipitation. This possible precipitation could explain the high standard deviation
in the Mn tests. If one of the three tests was removed, the EC50 is 2800 ± 820,
which is closer in range to previously reported values.
The QICAR approach was initially proposed by Newman and McCloskey
(1996). Earlier authors (e.g., Jones and Vaughn 1978, Kaiser 1980, Fisher 1986)
had shown trends of toxicity, but had not intended to produce quantitative,
predictive relationships between metal toxicity and ion characteristics. Single
metal QICARs were viable for many organisms, including the bioluminescent
bacteria Vibrio fischeri (Newman and McCloskey 1996, McCloskey et al. 1996),
the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans (Tatara et al 1997,1998), mice and rats
(Lewis et al. 1999), enzyme inactivation, cultured cell viability, and aquatic
invertebrates (Newman et al. 1998).
Quantifying the interaction of metals was attempted by Newman and
McCloskey (1996). They found qualitative trends based on estimating the
intersection of lines calculated from the probit of first order rate constants for a
series of potentially competing metal ions. Strong interactions were noted
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between Cu*2 and Pb*2, but no apparent interactions were noted for Cu*2 and
Mg*2 nor Ca*2 and Mg*2 metal ion pairs. Metals combined with Mg*2, a metal with
weak covalent interactions with N, S, and O containing ligands, showed little
evidence of interaction in the Microtox8 test. In contrast, pairing metals with
strong tendencies to complex with intermediate or soft ligands such as those with
O or S donor atoms resulted in strong interactions. The hypothesis that
interactions reflected competition for ligand sites of biomolecules was supported
for their limited testing. They proposed that refinement of their semiquantitative
methods was needed.
Newman et al. (1998) reanalyzed the data from the Newman and
McCloskey (1996) paper with a formal analysis that included using the SAS
procedure MIXTURE with an interaction term (i.e., metali x metal2). They
concluded that although there were qualitative indications of concentrationdependent interactions between metals with similar and high covalent binding
tendencies, no statistically significant trends were evident in their formal analysis.
In addition, the only significant trends in the intensity of the interaction term for
both of their series of mixtures was a consequence of increasing EC50 values
with decreasing covalent interactions that they concluded was a scaling artifact in
the data analysis.
The scaling artifact was avoided in the work presented in this chapter by
using proportions of effect in the analysis rather than concentration. The use of
proportions avoided the data artifact present in earlier work (Newman and
McCloskey 1996, Newman et al. 1998) and a revised statistical design of the
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experiment facilitated the development of predictive relationships of binary
interactions using ion characteristics for the simple Microtox9 test system. Future
research for QICAR mixture models could include a more complex organism
(Chapter III), matrix (i.e., salt water, soil, or sediment), or combinations of these
factors.
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Table 2-1. Single Metal Microtox0 Results ± SO (jjM)

EC

Mn (n=3)

Co (n=4)

Ni (n=4)

Zn (n=3)

Cu (n=5)

10

49 ± 5 7

90 ± 4 6

86 ± 6 0

8.1 ± 1 .8

1.2 ±0.1

20

210 ±200

260 ± 6 8

200 ± 9 8

16 ± 3 .7

1.6 ±0.1

30

620 ± 5 0 0

570 ± 9 0

360 ± 1 3 0

26.0 ± 6 .2

1.8 ± 0 .2

40

1600 ±1000

1100 ± 2 6 0

630 ± 1 6 0

40 ± 1 0

2.2 ± 0 .2

50

3900 ±1900

2200 ± 770

1050 ± 2 1 0

58 ± 1 4

2.5 ± 0 .3
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Table 2-2. Binary Metal Mixture Interaction Coefficients for Microtox9
Cu

Zn

Ni

Co

Mn

-1.56

-2.54

-2.61

-2.06

Co

-1.07

-1.41

-2.12

Ni

-0.39*

-1.75

Zn

-2.20

* p=0.259 , All other interaction coefficients were significant at p<0.001.
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Table 2-3. Interaction Coefficient Table for Microtox
Interaction
Coefficient = f (x)
A(op)

r2

F

0.69 17.45*

Model (Interaction

[(Obs - Pred)

Coefficient =)

/ObspOO (IQRa)

6 8 .5 x -2 .6 3

14.2 (12)

A(Z2/r)

0.26

2.80

-1 .2 3 x -1 .2 5

19.8(25.7)

A(Log Koh)

0.22

2.23

0 .4 5 X -2 .3 2

24.8 (32.8)

A(Xm)

0.21

2.17

-2 .2 5 x -1 .3 3

30.2 (22.4)

A(AEo)

0.18

1.81

-0 .9 5 x -1 .3 4

30.9 (23.9)

A(X2r)

0.07

0.59

-0 .6 7 x -1 .5 1

26.7 (26.0)

A(AIP)

0.04

0.33

0.098x -1 .9 8

25.6 (27.4)

A(AN/AIP)

0.00

0.00

-0 .0 1 3 x -1 .7 6

22.4 (17.9)

* p<0.05
aIQR - Interquartile Range
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Table 2-4. Comparison of Microtox** Total Metal 15 minute EC50 values (mean ± SD) in pM.
Cu

Zn

Ni

Co

Mn

Ownby 2002*

2.5 ± 0 .3

58 ±14

1050 ± 2 1 0

2200±770

3900±1900

McCloskey et al. 1996b

1.62±0.13

35±7

566±51

874±84

1571±49

Newman and McCloskey 1996c

2.78±0.5

18.28±2.15

336.6±67.6

NR

1352±62

4.7

24.7

NR

555.1

NR

Author

In c e e ta l. 1999d

NR - Not Reported
a Nitrate salts in 3.02%w/v NaNOa solution
b Nitrate salts in 3.02% w/v NaNOa solution
° Chloride salts in 2% NaCI
d Reported 95% confidence intervals of means, used copper nitrate, zinc chloride, and cobalt
chloride

Interaction Coefficient (1 SE)

0.0

•

1.0

-

2.0

•

3.0

0.000

0.010

0.005

A

0.015

0.020

0.025

0.030

Softness Index (AGp)

Figure 2-1. Difference in softness versus calculated Microtox® interaction
coefficients (istandard error) produced the regression equation:
Interaction coefficient - 68.5(Ao)-2.63; r2 = 0.69
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Chapter III. Predicting Binary Interactions with Caenorhabditis elegans Assay

A. Introduction
Quantitative structure-activity relationships and QICARs provide a tool for
predicting toxicant and drug bioactivity as was described in Chapter I and the
introduction to Chapter II. Quantitative ion character-activity relationships have
been used to predict metal bioactivity based on hard and soft acid and base
(HSAB) theory, the softness parameter (op), the log of the equilibrium constant
for the first hydrolysis, and other properties describing metal-ligand binding.
A predictive relationship can be produced between metal ion
characteristics and 24 h C. elegans LC50 values (Tatara et al.
1 9 9 8 ).

1997,

Tatara et al.

In predictive relationships for 9 divalent metals, the metal characteristic

that best predicted LC50 values was |log

Koh|-

The best fitting 2-independent

variable model for all concentration metameters was log LC50 = f (Z2/r, Af3). The
reflected covalent bond stability of the metal-ligand complex and Z2/r reflected
the ionic bond stability. Models based on free ion concentration were generally
less effective than those based on total metal concentration and free ion +
neutral chloro-complex concentration (Tatara et al.
together, the |log

K oh|

1 9 9 7 ).

Modeling

18

metals

provided the best one-variable model (Tatara et al.

1 9 9 8 ).

The LC50 values increased as (log K oh| increased, suggesting that stability of
covalent bonds between metals and intermediate ligands (e.g., those with 0 or N
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donor atoms) on biomolecules played an important role in toxicity. The best 2
variable and overall model to predict 24 h C. elegans LC50 values was one that
used a combination of both |log

K oh|

and

Xm2r.

The inclusion of Xm2r suggested

the importance of metals covalently binding to soft ligands, and the correlation
with |!og

K o h|

suggested the importance of metals binding covalently with

intermediate ligands. Use of free ion based LC50s did not improve model fit.
Hard and soft acid base theory predicted that soft acids and bases will
bond and likewise hard acids and bases will preferentially bond to each other.
The degree of hardness or softness can be used to predict favored metal-ligand
binding pairs. The competition of metal ions for ligands should be predictable
based on the same metal ion characteristics that govern single metal activity.
The interaction of binary mixtures of divalent metals on C. elegans can be
predicted based on their concentration and their ion qualities (e.g., |!og

Ko h |

or

softness). Specifically, predictive models were be developed using multiple
regression (SAS procedure MIXED, SAS system for Windows, SAS Institute,
Cary, NC, USA) of metal effect concentrations to calculate interaction coefficients
for pairs of divalent metals. These interaction coefficients were then related to
metal ion characteristics through simple linear regression. A slope that was not
significantly different from zero suggested a relationship between similarity in
binding tendencies and level of interaction between paired metals. Uses of this
research include mathematical models for prediction of metal mixture effects that
might otherwise be assumed additive or not taken into account at all.
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B. Methods
A wild type (N2) strain of C. elegans was maintained as dauer stocks in
M9 buffer and replenished monthly (Cox et al. 1981). This dauer state was an
alternative life cycle stage for C. elegans when the worm exhibits arrested growth
in the absence of food. Egg producing adult worms were raised from dauers to
yield a synchronized culture of adult worms. A synchronized culture was
accomplished by transferring the dauers to K-agar inoculated with an OP50
strain Escherichia coli to produce a bacterial lawn that serves as a food source.
Cultures were incubated at 20°C for 3 d to produce agar plates with high
densities of eggs. Eggs were isolated from the adults and rinsed before
transferring to K-agar plates with an established lawn of OP50 strain E. coli, and
incubation for 20°C for 3 d. Worms were prepared for toxicity testing by washing
the adults from the plates into a centrifuge tube. Gravity settling or gentle
centrifugation (30 s at 1000 rpm) was used to produce a pellet of worms in the
bottom of the tube so that the supernatant could be decanted. The worm pellet
was rinsed three times with K-medium. After the final rinse, worms were
transferred to watch glasses for loading into test wells.

1. Test media and solution preparation
All tests were conducted in K-medium (2.36 g KCI and 3.0 g NaCI per liter
deionized water (Williams and Ousenbery 1990)). Metal solutions were prepared
with metal nitrate salts using K-medium as diluent. Stock solutions for metal
analyses were collected in polyethylene tubes, acidified to a pH less than 2.0
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with concentrated nitric acid and stored at room temperature until analyses were
performed. Metal concentrations were confirmed for the experiments using a
Perkin-Elmer AA analyst 800 atomic absorption spectrophotometer.

2. Experimental design and test procedure
Nematodes were exposed to single and binary mixtures of metals in
Costar-3512 12-well tissue culture plates containing 1 m l of test solution per
well. Single metal tests were performed in triplicate for 6 concentrations and a
control. Lethal concentrations were calculated from these tests as described
below. For the mixture tests, solutions consisted of binary combinations of each
pair of metals at the LC10, LC20, LC30, and LC40 concentrations, and K-media
controls in triplicate. Using a dissecting microscope, 9 to 11 nematodes were
transferred into each well with a 10 pL pipette. Worms were incubated at 20QC for
24 h, and the number dead was determined by visual inspection and probing of
the worms with a platinum wire under a dissecting microscope.

3. Calculation of Single Metal Effect Concentrations
Single metal effect concentrations for Co, Cu, Ni, and Zn used in the
mixture experiments were calculated based on the mean and standard deviation
of 3 replicate tests. Effect concentrations for each individual test were calculated
using the SAS system procedure PROBIT (SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA).
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4. Binary Mixture Tests
Binary mixtures of metals were tested using 4 concentrations of one metal
(EC10, EC20, EC30, and EC40) mixed with the same 4 concentrations of the
second metal, with a K-medium control. Metal solutions were prepared as above
and serial dilutions were made for each combination of exposure concentrations
to be tested. Manganese was dropped from the experimental design after visible
precipitation occurred in the prepared solutions. Each combination was tested in
concurrent triplicates to produce three lethality measurements for each
combination of concentrations.

5. Statistical Analyses
Interaction coefficients for each binary pair of metals were calculated with
a mixed model: proportion = f (metal 1, metal2, and metal interaction terms). The
SAS system procedure MIXED was used; m etad, metal2, and interaction terms
were fixed effects in the model. Test plate was included as a random term in the
model. Regression models of the interaction coefficients with the difference in
several ionic qualities of the metals were produced using the SAS system
procedure REG (SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA).

6. Barium and Potassium Interaction Test
Tatara et al. (1998) observed a LC50 for Ba2+ that was much lower than
predicted. One potential explanation for this was that Ba2+ interferes in ion
regulation, particularly with K+ (K+ channels and N a7IC ATPase). Barium and K+
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have similar atomic radii (Ba2+ = 1.36 A and K* =

1.38 A), but even though

slightly smaller, Ba2* blocks rather than permeates the ion conducting pore of K+
channels (Taglialatela et al. 1993). I hypothesized that the observed Ba2+ toxicity
(due to blocking or binding in K+ channels) could be alleviated by increasing the
competition for binding sites. The competition for binding sites was shifted to
favor K+ by increasing the K* concentration in molar ratios.
Barium and K+ nitrate salts were used to evaluate the effect of increased
K* concentrations on Ba2+ toxicity. Increasing K+ concentrations should increase
competition at K+ channels. A Ba2+ effect curve was produced from a series of 8
concentrations and a control using the SAS system procedure PROBIT (SAS
Institute, Cary, NC, USA). Increased K+ concentrations were set at 2 and 4 times
the molar concentration of the calculated 24 h Ba2+ LC90 value. The Ba2+ and K+
mixture test consisted of 6 wells of K-media, 3 wells each of the elevated K*
solution concentrations, and 6 wells at each concentration of K+ and the
calculated L C 30,50 ,80 , and 90 Ba2* concentrations (total of 840 nematodes). A
general linear model procedure (PROC GLM, The SAS system, SAS Institute,
Cary, NC, USA) was used to produce nested analysis of variance (ANOVA)
models for chemical and concentration differences. Duncan’s Multiple Range test
was used for differences between K* concentrations at different Ba2* exposures.
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C. Results

1. Single Metal C. elegans Tests
The 24 h LC 10,2 0 ,3 0 ,4 0 , and 50 values (± standard deviation) for each
of the 4 metals are provided in Table 3-1. The LC50 values ranged from 0.92 mM
for Cu to 21.0 mM for Ni. Plots of the effect curves are included in Appendix B.

2. C. elegans Mixture Tests
The LC-values from Table 3-1 were used in binary combinations in the C.
elegans test to produce interaction coefficients for each of the 6 metal
combinations reported in Table 3-2. Interaction coefficients for the Cu/Ni, Zn/Ni,
and Co/Ni test were significantly different from zero (p<0.05) in their respective
models. Plate was a significant factor (p<0.01) for a single plate in the Cu/Ni test.

3. QICAR Model
The difference in Z2/r values had the best relationship with interaction
coefficients based upon r2 values and deviation from perfect prediction (Table 33). The change in AIP had only slightly worse deviation from perfect prediction
than did the difference in Z2/r values (40.0% and 45.5%, respectively).
Differences in the other 5 properties examined produced poorer regression
relationships with the mixture interaction coefficients. The high deviation from
perfect prediction suggested that further refinement in C. elegans metal mixture
model is needed.
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4. Barium and Potassium Interaction
Increasing the K+ concentration in the test solution did not significantly
decrease Ba2* toxicity (a = 0.05), except at the highest Ba2" (0.05 M) and K+ (0.2
M) concentrations (Figure 3-1). There was no mortality in the test wells with
elevated K+ concentrations only. However, at the two lowest concentrations of
Ba2+ (0.022 and 0.028 M) at the 0.2 M K+ exposure there was a significant
increase (a=0.05) in toxicity.

D. Discussion
Single metal 24 h LC50 values were in the same range as those reported
elsewhere for Zn (Tatara et al. 1997, Everett 2001), Co (Tatara et al. 1998), and
Cu (Freeman et al. 1998, Tatara et al. 1998) (Table 3-4). The LC50 value for Ni
was significantly lower than the 63.4 and 68.8 mM values reported by Tatara et
al. (1997 and 1998). There were differences in methodologies in the papers that
suggested reasons for the variation in reported LC50 concentrations. Tatara et
al. (1997) used metal chloride salts instead of metal nitrate salts and no food
source. Tatara et al. (1998) used metal nitrate salts for exposure solutions, but a
food source was included, and Everett (2001) used the metal nitrates and no
food source. Food sources likely caused variation in metal bioavailability and
uptake routes among tests.
Previous reports on the interactions of the 6 mixtures used in this study
are as varied as the organisms that were tested. For example, the joint toxicity of
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Cu and Zn to a terrestrial nematode community in an acidic sandy soil was
additive or less than additive (Korthals et al. 2000). Additivity was also the
conclusion of a study detailing the acute toxicity of Zn and Cu to the bluegill
(Thompson et al. 1980). However, measurement of the acute toxicity of Cu and
Zn to the freshwater amphipod Gammarus lacustris (Sars) reported the joint
effect to be more-than-additive (de March 1988).
The point of this work was not to describe qualitatively the metal
interactions such as just described but, based on ligand binding theory, to
quantify the interaction by using a regression approach to produce interaction
coefficients. Predictive models for the interaction of divalent metal ion toxicity to
C. elegans were produced using ion characteristics. The model with the best fit
used the difference in Z2/r as the independent variable (r2 = 0.70, Figure 3-2), but
had poor predictive power (40% error in prediction). The results of this study
contrast with the previous studies of Newman and McCloskey (1996), McCloskey
et al. (1996), Tatara et al. (1997,1998), Newman et al. (1998) and the Microtox®
work presented in Chapter 2. Five of those studies developed relationships
between ion characteristics and single metal toxicity not relationships for the
prediction of interactions. Softness and |LogKoH| had good predictive abilities in
the single factor equations of single metal tests. Two-factor models were also
evaluated in the single metals tests, and Z2/r was a factor in many of the best
fitting models.
The difference in Z2/r for the metals tested can be related to the difference
in atomic radii because the charge (Z) is the same for all four metals. This
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suggested that size and ionic interactions are likely controlling factors in
predicting interactions between metals in a complex organism such as the
nematode. Size was one of the factors that controls metals passing through
channels (Fukuda and Kawa 1977), displacing an essential metal from an active
site, or binding to an undesired part of a macromolecule and causing
depolymerization (Eichhom 1975). For one of these actions to take place, the
hydration sphere of a metal in solution must be removed (Simkiss and Taylor
1989). The hydration sphere was made up of water molecules that are oriented
with their oxygen molecule towards the metal ion. For a particular charge the
smaller the ion, the larger the hydration shell. Six or more water molecules can
form a hydration shell and smaller ions have multiple layers of water molecules in
their hydration sphere. Metals might not reach the site of action depending on the
activation energy required to remove the hydration shell (Simkiss and Taylor
1989). The metals pairs with the greatest difference in radii (Ni/Zn and Ni/Co)
had the lowest interaction coefficients and the smallest standard error
surrounding the interaction term. Conversely, the metal pair Co/Zn have almost
identical radii, similar enthalpies of hydration (2054 and 2044 kj/mol,
respectively), an interaction term that was not significantly different from zero,
and a large standard error associated with it.
Ionic interaction or polarizing power of a metal (Z2/r) was the property that
had the best predictive relationship to interaction coefficients. A case study of
potential importance of ionic interactions was developed based on Ba2+ toxicity
results from a previous test by Tatara et al. (1998). Barium was an outlier when
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observed log LC50 values were plotted versus log LC50 values predicted from
the model:

log LC50 = 0.33 - 0.36*(Xn.2r) + 0.18*( |logKoH I)
(Tatara et al. 1998). By increasing the K+ concentration two- and four-times
greater than the Ba2* concentration, the competition of K+ ions with the similar
sized but higher charged Ba2* ions at a given site could potentially mitigate Ba2+
toxicity.
Barium and K* have almost identical ionic radii (1.36 and 1.38

A,

respectively), and barium is thought to interfere with ion regulation, particularly
with potassium channels, Na7K*-ATPase, and to a lesser extent with Ca2+
(calmodulin complex regulation) (Das et al. 1988, Delfino et al. 1988, Taglialatela
et al. 1993, Bradberry and Vale 1995). Barium blocks rather than permeates the
ion conducting pore of the K* channels (Taglialatela et al. 1993).
Increasing K+ concentrations in solution increased Ba2+ toxicity at the
highest K+ concentration. The increased mortality seen in the low Ba2+ test wells
with the highest potassium concentration (0.2 M) could be due to the blockage of
K+ channels by Ba2+. The hydrated radii of Ba2+ and Ca2+ are much greater than
that of K+ (>8.8, >9.6, and >1 .86 A respectively) (Simkiss and Taylor 1989). The
Na7fC-ATPase pumps three Na+ ions out and brings two K* ions into the cell to
maintain a higher external Na+ concentration to control intracellular osmotic
pressure and supply the Na* gradient that drives indirect active transport (Wolfe
1993). The IC ions leave the cell through either IC channels or slow leakage
across the plasma membrane. If there was a high external 1C concentration
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(leakage across the membrane would be against the concentration gradient so it
would not occur) and if some of the K+ channels were blocked by Ba2+, then an
increased intracellular K* concentration would be present which causes problems
with intracellular osmotic pressure and affects the ability of muscle and nerve
cells to pass electric impulses along. This is contrary to my initial premise that
increasing K+ concentration would overwhelm the Ba2+ ions adverse affect and
allow for normal K+ movement and equilibrium and decrease the adverse affect
of Ba2+. The effect of Ba2+ was more complex than a single site of action upon
which I had based the test and an adverse consequence of the increased K+
concentration was manifest.
This study supports the hypothesis that general prediction of metal
interaction from ion characteristics is possible for increased exposure duration
using a metazoan. It is important to recognize that, although the relationship of
metal ion characteristics to metal interactions was moderately successful, that
additional work with metals of different valence and sizes might affect the
accuracy of metal interaction predictions. Careful thought and examination of
known modes of single metal toxicity should be considered when developing
future metal interaction models.
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Table 3-1. Single Metal C. elegans Results ± SD (mM) (n=3)
LC

Co

Ni

Zn

Cu

10

9.7 ± 1 .9

5.7 ± 0 .7

1.1 ± 0 .2

0.41 ± 0.07

20

12 ±2.1

8.9 ± 1 .3

1.4 ± 0 .2

0.54 ± 0 .0 7

30

14 ± 2 .2

12 ± 2 .4

1.7 ± 0 .2

0.66 ± 0 .0 7

40

16 ± 2 .3

16 ±4.1

2.0 ±0.1

0.78 ± 0 .0 7

50

18 ± 2 .4

21 ± 6 .4

2.3 ±0.1

0.92 ± 0 .0 6
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Table 3-2. Binary Metal Mixture Interaction Coefficients for C. elegans
Cu

Zn

Ni

Co

-0.69

0.014

-3.67*

Ni

-2.51*

-3.15*

Zn

1.97

* p < 0.05
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Table 3-3. Interaction Coefficient Models for C. Elegans.
Interaction

Model (Interaction

[(Obs - Pred)

Coefficient = f(x)

r2

F

Coefficient =)

/Obs]*100 (IQRa)

A(Zk/r)

0.70

9.22*

-9.40x+ 1.11

40.0 (106)

A(AN/AIP)

0.49

3.78

4.48x - 4.22

64.4 (83)

A(AEo)

0.32

1.90

4.82x - 2.83

94.0 (197)

A(AIP)

0.28

1.58

0.91X-3.36

54.1 (45)

A(X2r)

0.27

1.48

4.18X-2.70

93.8 (244)

A(Xm)

0.20

0.99

7.71X-2.37

105.4 (80)

0.05

0.19

57.4x-2.19

56.8 (132)

0.02

0.09

0 .5 1 x -1.89

59.3 (118)

m

A(|Log

K o h |)

*p<0.05
a Interquartile Range
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Table 3-4. Comparison of Total Metal 24 hour LC50s (mean±SD)
for C. elegans (mM)
Author

Ni

Co

Ownby 2002a

0.92±0.06

2.3±0.1

21 ±6.4

18±2.4

Tatara etal. 1997**

1.42±0.09

Tatara etal. 1998°

1.71 ±0.08 6.50±0.96

Everett 2001d

NR

NR

NR

68.8±1.2

21.6±0.2

2.8±0.3

NR

NR

NR

2.16±0.24 63.4±8.96

2.74±0.46

Ba
•
00

Zn

CM

Cu

NR - Not Reported
a Nitrate metal salts in K-medium without food source
b Chloride metal salts in K-medium without food source
c Nitrate metal salts in K-medium with food source
d Chloride metal salts in K-medium without food source
* One range finding test was completed
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D,E

% Mortality (mean ± SE)

80

60

40

20

K-medium (0.03 M K)
K-medium ^0.1MK
K-medium + 0.2 M K
0
-1.7

t------------------------------1
------------------------------r

-1.6

-1.5

-1.4

-1.3

Log Barium Concentration (M)
Figure 3-1. Average mortality (±standard error) for each
barium and potassium combination (n=6). Letters represent groups
that are significantly different from each other. Potassium only
controls had no mortality and are not shown.
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6

Interaction Coefficient ± SE

4

2

0

-2

-4

-6
•

0.1

0.0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

A Z 2/r
Figure 3*2. Difference in Z2/r vs. calculated C. elegans interaction
coefficients (± standard error) produced the regression equation:
Interaction coefficient = -9.40(AZ2/r) + 1.11; r*= 0.70.
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Chapter IV. The Toxic Units Concept: Does it add up?

A. Introduction
Current risk assessment methods sum toxic units (TUs) for toxicant
mixtures. A TU is the quotient of the environmental concentration to the standard
effect concentration (TU= [exposure] / [standard effect]) (Suter 1993, USEPA
1998). These quotients are summed for several toxicants and the total used to
estimate the combined effect of exposure. Toxic units are calculated for
individual constituents of a mixture and summed under the assumption of
practical additivity.
The term toxic unit was first coined by Bergstrom and Vallin (1937)(as
referenced in Sprague and Ramsay 1965). They expressed strengths of pulp mill
wastes in TUs based on the maximum level that allowed fish to survive for five or
more days. Toxic units were used for comparing toxicities of various components
of pulp mill waste, but not for summing to predict toxicity of mixtures (Sprague
and Ramsay 1965). The use of toxic units to predict the additive toxicity of
mixtures came about in the 1960s by British and Canadian researchers (Brown
1968). Sprague and Ramsey (1965) used the TU method to predict the toxicity of
copper and zinc mixtures to Atlantic Salmon (Salmo salat). Other toxicologists
have advanced the TU model to test the hypothesis that toxicity of chemical
mixtures is simply additive. It should be noted that in his concluding remarks,
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Brown (1968) emphasizes “that while the predictive method [of toxic units] is a
useful guide, it can never, particularly in critical areas of study, be a substitute for
the actual determination of toxicity by means of a fish test and such tests should
be made whenever necessary.” Concerns of early researchers have been
forgotten in current regulatory documents (e.g., U S E P A 1992,1998).
Effect or lethal concentrations used to compute toxic units are most often
calculated with a probit model. The linear model for the calculations is
Probit(proportion)= A(log concentration) + B. In 1933, Gaddum published a
memorandum on the analysis of quantal assay data in biological investigations.
He proposed to transform each percentage to its normal equivalent deviation
(N.E.D.), defined as the abscissa to the standard normal curve (zero mean and
unit variance) corresponding to a probability P. In other terms, P is the probability
of obtaining an observation from this (log) normal distribution whose value is less
than or equal to the N.E.D. In 1934, Bliss suggested the division of the interval
between 0.01 and 99.99% into units of normal deviation that he called probits.
After seeing Gaddum’s publication, he modified his definition of the probit so that
it became the N.E.D. plus 5 to avoid negative numbers (Finney 1947).
Gaddum, Bliss and many other researchers have proposed the
assumption of the individual effective dose (IED) as the underlying basis for the
probit model (Newman and McCloskey 2000). The IED concept stipulated that
every individual has an innate quality called an individual tolerance or individual
effective dose, and dies only if it received a dose equal to or greater than its IED.
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The distribution of IED values among individuals in populations was best
described with a lognormal model (i.e. the probit model just described).
Another potential explanation for the lognormal model exists (Newman
and McCloskey 2000). Instead of some unique quality of the individuals being
lognormally distributed, identical stochastic processes might occur in all
individuals with the chance of death being essentially the same for all individuals
receiving a dose. An appropriate model describing the stochastic variation in
mortality among individuals is the cumulative lognormal distribution.
Newman and McCloskey (2000) tested and then rejected the IED
hypothesis as the sole explanation for the lognormal (probit) model. They also
concluded that the stochasticity hypothesis also fails as the lone or dominant
explanation in all cases of mortality, specifically in their case of pulsed
exposures.
Regardless of the underlying mechanism, the most frequently applied
method for fitting dose- or concentration-effect data (Figure 4-1 a) is a lognormal
or probit model. The log transformation of concentration or dose and probit
transformation of effect or response data produced a linear relationship (Figure
4-1 b). Toxic units are based on this linear plot; however, TUs are calculated
based on concentration (linear scale) divided by the EC or LC50 effect
concentration that was calculated from the transformed data (Figure 4-2). In
Rgure 4-2, a concentration of 50 pM causes a 50% response and is equal to 1
TU, a 25 pM concentration is 0.5 TU, and 100 pM is 2 TUs. The response at
these concentrations is not equal to one-half and two times the LC50. Often TUs
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are added at the tow concentration end of the scale where response is
overpredicted. The assumption of the TU approach evaluated here is that the
single chemical response curve is linear, not sigmoid, in the range of interest.
There is potential to over or under predict toxicity when summing TUs. In
the special case when the response curves are parallel, as opposed to
intersecting, over or under prediction can still occur. An alternative method to
summing TU using proportions of effect was illustrated by Ownby and Newman
(2000). However, strict additivity assumed by summing either TU or proportions
of effect can be inappropriate for some mixtures, especially those that interact
through potentiation or antagonism. Results from the single and binary metal
mixture Microtox® tests are used here to illustrate the bias expected from
assuming additivity.

B. Methods
A representative single contaminant concentration-effect curve was
graphed in Microsoft Excel®. The curve was marked to show the linear range and
emphasize the sigmoidal nature of effect curves.
Nickel results from Microtox® tests were plotted and the EC10
concentration calculated based on a probit model. The EC10, EC10 times 2,
EC10 times 3, through EC10 times 9 concentrations were plotted versus the
measured effect curve to demonstrate predictions based on values outside the
linear range of the curve.
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Two sets of data were produced for generic concentration-effect curves.
One set of data had concentration-effect curves that intersected just above the
50% effect concentration, and the other had effect curves that were parallel if
transformed to their probit. Toxic units for concentrations that caused 10 ,2 0 ,3 0 ,
4 0 ,5 0 ,6 0 , and 70% effects were calculated, summed based on 80% total effect
(10 and 70, 20 and 60, and so on) and plotted using Microsoft Excel8. The sum
of effect proportions calculated from the concentrations used for calculating TUs
was also plotted.
Results from the binary mixtures of divalent metals used in Microtox8
tests were plotted using TUs to demonstrate deviations from strict additivity.

C. Results
A representative concentration effect cun/e was plotted and the
pseudolinear range marked (Figure 4-1). The ranges from 0 to 20% and 75 to
100% effect were not part of the linear range.
The plot of Ni effect in the Microtox8 tests (Figure 4-3) has a sigmoidal
shape. The EC10 concentration was calculated to be 82.1 pM based on probit
analysis using the SAS procedure PROBIT (SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA). The
arithmetic summing of EC10 concentration effects produced a line for predicted
effect that over predicted Ni toxicity.
A pair of concentration effect curves that intersected were generated
(Figure 4-4). Probit transformation of the two curves produced lines that
intersected at slightly greater than 5 probits (Figure 4-5). Proportions and TUs
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calculated from concentrations that caused 1 0 ,2 0 ,3 0 ,4 0 ,5 0 ,6 0 , and 70% effect
were summed to equal 80% and plotted (Figure 4-6). Sums of toxic units ranged
from 1.49 to 2.28, but summing proportions equaled 0.80 for all cases.
A second pair of concentration effect curves that were generated (Figure
4-7) so that when probit transformed they had parallel slopes (Figure 4-8).
Proportions and TUs calculated from concentrations that caused 10, 2 0 ,3 0 ,4 0 ,
5 0 ,60 , and 70% effect were summed to equal 80% and plotted (Figure 4-9).
Sums of toxic units ranged from 1.6 to 1.9, but summing proportions equaled
0.80 for all cases.
Data from the Zn and Cu mixture from the Microtox8 tests were used to
plot the interaction of Zn and Cu as Cu concentration was held constant at 0.6
TU (20% effect) and Zn was varied from 0 to 1.0 TU (0-50% effect) (Figure 4-10).
Summing TUs over predicted effect in this case.
Data from the Ni and Cu mixture from the Microtox8 tests were used to
plot the interaction of Ni and Cu as Ni concentration was held constant at 0.3 TU
(30% effect) and Cu was varied from 0 to 1.0 TU (0-50% effect) (Figure 4-11).
Summing TUs under predicted effect in this case.

D. Discussion
The toxic unit approach is widely and commonly used in ecological risk
assessment. Adding TU values to estimate total toxic effect can result in
significant prediction error for mixtures. Arithmetic summing of effect
concentrations, particularly at low concentrations, overpredicts the total effect
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because this summing inappropriately assumes a linear relationship between
concentration and intensity of effect (Figures 4*1 and 4-3). It is accepted that the
appropriate relationship is: Probit (Proportion Effected) = a + b (log Exposure
Concentration). Summing of EC10 concentrations in Figure 4-3 greatly
overpredicts the toxicity of Ni. The EC10 concentration of Ni is 82.1 pM and the
EC50 concentration is 772 pM for the test used in this example. Therefore 0.11
TU of effect would be equivalent to the EC10 concentration. However, if you
multiply 0.11 TU by 3 to get 0.33 TU of effect it should be equal to the EC30
concentration (309 pM), but 82.1 pM times 3 is only 246.3 pM. The lower
concentration equaling a higher effect overpredicts the toxic effect of Ni. Often
TUs are used in risk assessments for predicting the effect of many chemicals so,
if many low TU values are added, then total effects are overpredicted.
Underprediction of toxicity can also occur. An example of this is adding
values from two ends of intersecting effect curves (Figure 4-5). In Figure 4-6, the
cun/e for the sum of TU ranges from 1.49 to 2.28 TU for concentrations
equivalent to 80% effect. Underprediction (1.5 TU) occurs because the
concentration-effect curve of B has a steeper slope than A so the concentration
of B needed to cause 70% effect is less than the concentration A needed to
cause the same effect. The EC50 for A is 4.15 and the EC50 for B is 4.53 in this
example. The EC70 for B is 5.35 and the EC10 for A is 1.29. Calculating TUs of
A and B present yields 0.31 and 1.18 TU, respectively, or a total of 1.49 TUs.
Overprediction can occur when the 70% and 10% effects are exchanged
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between the two curves. Toxic units are not equivalent to effect concentrations
when concentration effect curves intersect.
A special case was thought to exist if concentration effect curves are
parallel. My initial assumption was that summing effects using toxic units as
described above required parallel slopes for the concentration-effect curves of
each toxicant in the mixture (Figure 4-8). If the slopes are not parallel, prediction
error was thought to occur as previously explained (Figure 4-6). However, even
with parallel slopes there is over and under prediction error. The range of
summed TU values (1.6 - 1 . 9 TUs) was smaller than the range when there were
intersecting slopes, but due to toxic units being calculated on a linear scale, and
effects being calculated on a logarithmic scale there will always be inherent error.
To avoid both of these problems, the equation below can be solved for Pj for
each toxicant in the mixture.
Probit(Pj) =a, + b,(log Conq)
The resulting Pi’s are summed to get a more accurate estimate of mixture effect if
strict additivity is the correct assumption. However, summing Pi’s required the
equation for the response curve. The equation for the concentration response
curve is rarely reported in the literature, generally only the EC or LC50 and
maybe standard error, deviation, or 95% confidence limits are reported.
Assuming strict additivity is not justified in some cases (Figures 4-10 and
4-11). The combined toxicity of two compounds might be simply explained as
additive, synergistic, or antagonistic. Microtox® results for binary mixtures of
metals demonstrated deviations from additivity in both directions.
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Conventional summing of TUs leads to overprediction of effect if used at
low concentrations. If response curves are intersecting or parallel, calculating the
proportion affected from the concentration gives an improved estimate of toxicity
compared to TUs if strict additivity is assumed. However, summing of proportions
does not take into account chemical interactions other than additivity.
Assumptions of additivity should be substantiated by mechanistic evidence or
toxicity tests.
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Chapter V. Summary and Conclusions
Models predicting intermetal trends in toxicity have been underexplored.
Environmental toxicologists have adopted quantitative structure activity
relationships for organic compounds, but similar development of such methods
for metal toxicity has not occurred. Single metal quantitative ion character activity
relationships (QICARs) are possible for a range of metals (mono-, di-, and
trivalent), and organisms (bacteria, nematodes, algae, amphipods, and mice)
based on metal-ligand binding theory (Newman et al. 1998). Predictive
relationships improve if they are developed by valence (McCloskey et al. 1996,
Newman et al. 1998). The softness parameter (op) and the log of the first
hydrolysis constant (|log

K o h |)

were the characteristics that best predicted single

metal effect on microbial bioluminescence (Newman and McCloskey 1996,
McCloskey et al. 1996) and nematode toxicity (Tatara et al. 1997,1998).
The interaction of metal mixtures has typically been addressed in a
qualitative and descriptive manner in the literature (e.g., de March 1988, Ince et
al. 1999). This study is the first to address metal interactions based on
fundamental chemistry principles. It is the connection of QICARs to mechanism
that allows scientific explanation of activity variations for tested metals and
provides the basis for the quantitative prediction of activity for untested metals.
The interaction of metal mixtures can be predicted by ion characteristics.
Predictive relationships between ion characteristics and interaction coefficients
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were developed for 10 interaction coefficients from Microtox® tests of metal pairs
and for 6 interaction coefficients from C. elegans metal mixture tests. Similar to
the single metal Microtox® tests, prediction of metal interactions was best made
by the difference in softness for Microtox® interactions. This model accounted for
69% of the variation in interaction coefficients for the 10 interactions tested (pairs
of Co, Cu, Mn, Ni, and Zn). This implies that the similarity between 2 metal ions
in their tendencies to accept an electron during interaction with a ligand was
important in predicting interactions in the Microtox® system.
However, for the more complex C. elegans test, the model with the best fit
(r2 = 0.70) used the difference in Z2/r as the independent variable. This model
included interaction coefficients for six mixtures (pairs of Co, Ni, Zn, and Cu) and
had poor predictive power (40% error in prediction). Manganese was not used in
this test because of visible precipitates in the stock solutions. The number of
mixtures in the C. elegans tests was low after omitting Mn, so an improved
relationship could emerge with additional mixtures.
The models presented here successfully predict binary metal interactions
based on metal-ligand binding properties. The Microtox® interactions, and single
metal quantitative relationships developed (Newman et al. 1996, McCloskey et
ai. 1996, Tatara et al. 1997, Tatara et al. 1998, Newman et al. 1998) have utilized
op and |logKoH| as metal qualities that best predict effects. The C. elegans tests
suggested that ionic binding and size might affect the interaction of metals.
Other authors have used trends in metal chemistry to describe
interactions. The relative activity of metals in sediment interstitial water were
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predicted based on metal-sulfide solubility series (e.g., Ankley et al. 1996). The
simultaneously extractable metal and acid volatile sulfide (SEM/AVS) approach
for describing pore water metal concentrations relied on the sequestering of
metals by sulfides in sequence (copper > lead > cadmium > zinc > nickel). The
concentration of metals in pore water increased in reverse order as the capacity
of sulfides in sediment to bind metals is depleted.
The recently proposed “biotic ligand model” suggested the prediction of
metal toxicity based on the binding of metals to some unknown biotic ligand.
Metal speciation as influenced by water quality (i.e., alkalinity, dissolved organic
carbon, hardness, and pH) is used to predict the toxic action of copper and silver
(Di Toro et al. 2001) based on metal-ligand binding. Essentially, predicted toxicity
should increase as metal-ligand binding increases. This model has not yet been
expanded to address the question of mixtures. The biotic ligand model was
developed based heavily on work by Playle and co-workers (e.g., Janes and
Playle 1995, Playle 2001,) on metal-gill binding constants. Playle (2001)
presented simulations of Pb and Cd binding to gills over a range of
concentrations ranging from 0 to 1 TU of effects. As the concentration of Cd or
Pb increased the observed number of gill sites occupied was greater than would
be predicted by strict additivity at concentrations less than 0.5 TU and was less
than would be predicted by strict additivity at concentrations greater than 0.5 TU.
Playle’s results are not surprising based on the illustration of the problems with
toxic units in Chapter IV.
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Toxic units over predict toxicity at low concentrations. Summing effect
proportions rather than TU provides improved estimates of effect for mixtures if
strict additivity was correctly assumed. Summing of TUs for risk assessment
purposes generally occurs with low concentrations and consistently overpredicts
mixture effects. Mixtures of metals can have additive, less than, or greater than
strictly additive affects as was illustrated with Microtox9 results.
This study supports the hypothesis that general prediction of metal
interactions from ion characteristics is possible for the systems tested. Future
research to quantitatively predict metal interactions will need to include additional
metals (e.g., mono-, tri-, and additional divalent metals), more complex
organisms (e.g., crustaceans, fish), longer exposure periods (chronic toxicity),
and complex matrices (sediments and soils). Inclusion of these additional factors
should be done in a thoughtful and progressive manner, adding one layer of
complexity at a time and taking known complications with single metal prediction
into consideration.
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Appendix A
Microtox* Single Metal Effect Plots
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Caenorhabditis elegans Single Metal Effect Plots
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